[Surgical innovations in the treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia: towards new standard treatments?].
Indications for surgical treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) are consensual. Surgery is reserved for cases of complicated BPH and failures of medical treatment with moderately to severely disabling LUTS. New techniques of minimally invasive resection, suitable for relatively small prostate volumes, are being developed as alternatives to transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP). Transurethral vaporisation of the prostate (TUVP), transurethral laser photoselective vaporisation of the prostate (PVP), thermal resection of the prostate, microwave treatment and Holmium laser enucleation/vaporisation of the prostate show promising preliminary results in these indications. However, these results must be confirmed in the long-term before these methods can be considered to be valid alternatives to TURP.